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President John F. Kennedy was “a security risk,” Henry Kissinger once said in answer to a 
question soliciting his reaction to Kennedy’s murder. In fact, there is much documentation 
of Henry Kissinger’s gloating over the 1963 assassination. I am opposed absolutely to 
everything the Kennedy machine represents, but justice obliges me to give President John F. 
Kennedy his due. If a President of the United States can be assassinated and that 
assassination covered up Warren Commission-style, is there any ordinary citizen of this 
nation who can expect justice? In addition, President Kennedy had a few good points, which 
no honest opponent of the Kennedy machine will ignore.

The Kissinger Connection

During recent years, according to my personal knowledge, Kissinger has been involved in a 
number of murders, as well as trying to sabotage my security in 1977 and more recently 
advertising my imminent assassination to blue-ribbon groups in Western Europe. Whether 
he was personally involved in the 1963 assassination of Kennedy, I do not know. I know that 
he was extremely pleased by that assassination.

After Kissinger was picked out of the mud by Fritz Kraemer, Kraemer aided Kissinger in 
receiving training under Harvard University’s Professor William Yandell Elliott. Elliott was a 
British secret-intelligence agent from the 1920s, and was the immediate subordinate of John 
Wheeler-Bennet of British Secret Intelligence Service. Through Elliott, Kissinger was 
integrated into the psychological-warfare, or Sussex division of the British Secret Intelligence 
Service during the middle 1950s.

After being assimilated into the British Secret Intelligence Service, Kissinger was assigned to 
George Franklin of the New York Council on Foreign Relations—according to Franklin’s 
recent statement on the matter.

The New York Council on Foreign Relations is a daughter-entity of the British SIS think-
tank, the London Royal Institute of International Affairs. Kissinger was then boosted to 
nationwide prominence in the U.S.A. through a book ghost-written for Kissinger by the late 
Gordon Dean. With that background, Kissinger was posted by British intelligence to 
McGeorge Bundy’s staff, under President Kennedy, in the National Security Council. Later, 
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after two incidents, President Kennedy ordered Bundy to fire “that lunatic.” Therefore, many 
analysts attributed Kissinger’s gloating over Kennedy’s assassination to “sour grapes.”

Who Killed Kennedy?

I do not know the names of the highly-trained professional assassins who assassinated 
President Kennedy. However, everyone in the intelligence business knows that the 
Bronfman-linked Permindex organization was the most prominent group engaged in 
preparing the assassination. It was French intelligence’s tracing of funding of attempted 
assassinations of de Gaulle to the United States which brought to public light the facts 
behind the Louisiana grand jury indictments.

There is no mystery concerning the motive for the assassination of Kennedy. Former British 
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan has documented his motivation for eliminating Kennedy 
in his published memoirs. If one knows that the Permindex organization is an “asset” of the 
British-Canadian Special Operations Executive crowd, the connection between Macmillan 
and Kissinger’s motives and the actual killing is conclusively demonstrated. The only mystery 
remaining, so far as my knowledge is concerned, is the names of the actual professional 
assassins used at Dealey Plaza. Only people totally ignorant of the facts believe the Warren 
Commission hoax, or the Oswald “lone assassin” fraud today. The assassination was prepared 
by Kissinger’s superiors in British SIS.

There are two highlights of that administration which I believe deserve honor to the present 
day. In my best estimation, John was a playboy-careerist overall. Yet, somehow, the 
significance of the office of President broke through that playboy outer shell and activated a 
better potential within him.

The first of the two achievements of the Kennedy administration is John’s rallying the 
American people behind the NASA project set into motion by the Eisenhower 
administration. At that time, John was probably approaching this as a political publicity-
stunt. I think he was following advice to appear to act like FDR would have acted. Whatever 
John’s motives at the time, he did a good thing in that instance. He saved our nation, for an 
extended period, from the collapse of R&D which has occurred under the Carter 
administration.

The second, more noble accomplishment I believe represented a genuine, internal 
improvement in John’s quality. That was the way he reacted to the experience of the 1962 
Cuban Missile Crisis. During 1963, John showed increasingly a perception that one must 
not play games with the security of the United States. Macmillan’s memoirs give us an 
accurate insight into the British motives for Kennedy’s assassination.
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Ted Kennedy is an entirely different kettle of fish. Perhaps the fearful experience of the 
assassination of two brothers has something to do with his present condition. I am open to 
evidence on the personal side of Ted’s present condition. Nonetheless, it is a fact that Ted is 
a miserable flake and that the machine he represents is pure evil.

The Threat to LaRouche

Perhaps I am open-minded about the 1963 John Kennedy because I am presently targeted 
for assassination by the same gang which prepared his assassination. In general, the motives 
for my assassination are closely related to the motives Macmillan gives for Kennedy’s 
assassination.

Archduke Otto von Hapsburg has declared that “LaRouche will soon disappear.” Henry 
Kissinger has made similar hints at an early assassination before blue-ribbon semisecret 
audiences in France. Friends of Alexander Haig have recently blamed me for eliminating 
Haig’s candidacy for the presidency, and I am also blamed for hurting Zbigniew Brzezinski 
badly with my half-hour NBC-TV nationwide broadcast. President Carter, it is reported, is 
in a fit of uncontrollable rage because of my attacks on his administration in nationwide TV 
broadcasts on two successive Sundays. Carter et al. know that I am targeted for assassination 
by the Muslim Brotherhood, including the assassination teams of the Khomeini dictatorship 
currently deployed under “Islamic Guerrilla Army” cover in the United States. Carter knows 
that elements of organized crime tied to international drug interests have also targeted me 
publicly for assassination.

Carter is working to eliminate my security, to aid those various assassination-efforts to 
succeed. Naturally my old personal enemy Henry Kissinger is complicit in the operation.
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